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Introduction 
AFTERALMOST TWO DECADES of debate within the archival profession, 
there has been finally, in the last three years, enormous development 
and a transition toward archival automation. The archival profession 
has moved from the isolated and elitist position of a small number of 
archives using in-house, batch-oriented mainframe computer systems 
with cumbersome, locally developed software, to cooperative and inte- 
grated networks of archives using diverse mini- and microcomputer 
systems with commercial software, a variety of local, regional, national, 
and international databases, and automated bibliographic systems. 
Two major factors have brought archives in the 1980sto this point. 
The first was the publication in 1984, of the MARC Archival and 
Manuscripts Control (AMC) format for standardized machine-readable 
archival description. The format, which is being increasingly accepted 
by archivists, has given archives a practical alternative to developing 
their own data format to describe their holdings, and a way to avail 
themselves of larger MARC-based bibliographic systems. The  second 
factor is the rapid development of information storage and retrieval 
technology. With several inexpensive, expandable commercial options 
available for archival automation and networking, system 
configuration-while still a major consideration-no longer presents 
such overwhelming financial and technical problems. 
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For the first time, archivists have reached a point where the theoret- 
ical and technical issues which once seemed so insurmountable-if or 
how archivists should develop a national information system and the 
methods and purposes of machine-readable description-no longer 
pose an obstacle to the development of archival automated systems. The  
profession is now blossoming in all areas of automation in a trend 
similar to the experience of libraries and other online information 
systems in the 1970s. 
Professional archivists must now confront a whole range of new 
management, planning, and user considerations which arise as a conse- 
quence of automation. This paper will provide an  overview of some of 
these issues and, since there is little guidance yet to be found in the 
professional archival literature, i t  will also draw upon similar pub- 
lished experiences of libraries and other areas of information 
management. 
HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE 
MARC formats for standardized machine-readable description 
were first developed in the 1960s by the Library of Congress for tradi- 
tional bibliographic materials such as monographs. These formats 
provided a vehicle for data exchange which could be used by automated 
bibliographic systems. Although a format for manuscripts was devel- 
oped, it was not well adapted to the bibliographic description of 
collections of archival records and did not ever archive widespread use.' 
The  Online Computer Library Center (OCLC), the first regional 
bibliographic utility, was established in 1967 as the Ohio College 
Library Center and quickly became a national and international cata- 
loging and information resource. Other bibliographic utilities such as 
the Research Libraries Information Network (RLIN), the Washington 
Library Network (WLN), and the [Jniversity of Toronto Library Auto- 
mated System (UTLAS) were subsequently formed. 
With the resulting savings from resource sharing, the political 
strengths of consortia, and the enhanced public image, libraries had 
access to increased capital funds, and their automated bibliographic 
systems flourished. Automated cataloging was expanded to integrate 
other local library functions, such as the manual catalog, circulation, 
and acquisitions. The first online public access catalogs (OPACs), now 
familiar to many library users', were set u p  in the mid-1970s. 
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Although archival automation began in the mid- 1960s, only now is 
it being recognized as a significant force in the information community. 
The delay was not so much a result of tardiness or lack of vision on the 
part of the profession, but rather a result of intellectual and financial 
constraints. Because of the discrete nature of archival collections, the 
incentives to automate archival systems were not resource sharing, 
integration, or outreach, nor was there interest in cataloging, circula- 
tion, and acquisition functions-at least not in the sense that these 
functions were understood by libraries. Likewise, an increased number 
of intellectual access points, although desirable as an aid to the archivist 
in reference functions, was not seen as crucial, and the shared processing 
of bibliographic information on collections did not seem especially 
useful given the uniqueness of most archival and manuscript materials. 
In fact, except for isolated examples, it is really only in the last two years 
that the provision of a public online access system similar to that of 
library OPACs has been seriously discussed, or integration with institu- 
tional librarylinformation systems attempted. 
In contrast to the needs of libraries, archives have been primarily 
interested in tighter administrative control over records (which is the 
main concern of the archivist as custodian). In the 1960s and 1970s, 
before the creation of the MARC AMC format, the need for records 
control spurred some larger archives toward pioneering developments 
of in-house automation systems. With these they were able to obtain 
better administrative management of their holdings and some archives 
even built in an indexing component. An assortment of archives in the 
United States and Canada used a software package, SPINDEX (Selective 
Permutation INDEXing), created by the Library of Congress, and the 
National Archives and Records Service (NARS, now the National 
Archives and Records Administration, NARA) for limited keyword 
indexing.' And the Society of American Archivists (SAA) National 
Information Systems Task Force seriously considered ways in which 
SPINDEX software could be developed as the basis of a national infor- 
mation system for archive^.^ Some of these early systems, put into use 
before the creation and widespread application of the MARC AMC 
format, are still operating successfully today, using locally devised 
formats, either on their own or in conjunction with parallel system^.^ 
Several factors came together to prompt archivists to develop and 
adopt MARC AMC as a standardized descriptive format-rather than 
develop a standardized software package. (Confusion still arises on the 
question of format u. software, since MARC AMC, because of its associa- 
tion with many automated bibliographic systems, is sometimes mistak- 
enly identified as a software package rather than a data format.) The  
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most important factors were the publication of the Anglo-American 
Cataloguing Rules, 2d edition (AACR2) in 1978; the results of Elaine 
Engst’s Survey of Data element^,^ which was published in 1982 and 
became the core of the MARC AMC format by the Society of American 
Archivists; the subsequent acceptance of the MARC AMC format; the 
development of a specific AMC segment for the use of archival reposito- 
ries by RL1N;‘and the availability of commercial archival software such 
as MicroMARC:amc and MARCON which were designed with varying 
degrees of MARC AMC capabilities.’ These new conceptual, intellec- 
tual, and technological developments in archival automation enabled 
archives to glean the same advantages from data exchange as did other 
online systems. 
AUTOMATION-RELATED ISSUES NOW FACING ARCHIVISTS 
Apart from work by Kesner and Hickerson,’ very little has been 
written about specifically planning for archival automation. Nor has 
much been written about the effect that automation will have upon the 
operations, staff, and patrons of archives. Although there has been some 
discussion at professional meetings recently about user studiesg and 
system enhancements, these are areas that will require much more 
attention in the future, once patrons and archivists start to come to terms 
and feel comfortable with their systems. 
Planning for Automation 
Cmntrary to popular belief, automated systems are evolutionary 
and only sometimes revolutionary in nature. They are only as good as 
the planning and commitment that goes into them, and, once the 
systems are in place, they immediately become subject to concerns of 
obsolescence and upgrade requirements. 
Planning is one of the most crucial aspects of the whole automation 
process, and poor planning will hinder a system long after it has been 
implemented, sometimes necessitating redesigning the entire system. 
Unfortunately, planning for automation is something at which many 
archivists are not adept since they have little or no  formal management 
or administrative training; they are inexperienced in  automation and 
unaccustomed to devising a long-term or flexible budget, writing grant 
proposals, or working with vendor contracts. They may also succumb to 
making whimsical or casual decisions-engendered by “go with the 
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herd” and “let’s get it because it’s there” syndromes-without suffi-
ciently determining local requirements and objectives. 
SAA Council recognized an overall deficiency in the profession in 
the area of planning skills, and in 1981 it established a task force to 
“formulate a major initiative in planning for the profession. ’”O The  
present task force was appointed in 1982, and in 1986 i t  published its 
report.11The report covers every aspect of planning for the profession. It 
recognizes that automation sometimes overshadows and distorts other 
important archival functions and management issues because of its 
technological and somewhat glamorous aura. In the report, therefore, 
automation is placed in its rightful context; it is seen not as an  end in 
itself, but rather as a tool with conceptual implications which might 
change the entire direction of the profession. It is worthwhile, therefore, 
to note here some of the findings of the report, since general attitudes 
toward planning will inevitably reflect on automation as one specific 
way in which professional goals can be achieved. 
Among the basic assumptions underlying the report and relevant to 
the argument of this paper are: 
1. 	That archival activity is under-funded and must receive greater sup- 
port from outside the profession. For this, public awareness of the 
importance of archival records must increase. 
2. The profession must make greater use 	of a few broad strategies: 
planning, cooperation and mutual assistance, research and develop- 
ment, and advocacy and public information programs. In addition, 
archivists must give more attention to better methods for obtaining 
and managing resources. 
3. 	The responsibility of archivists is not restricted to their own reposito- 
ries but includes working with other individuals and programs to 
improve the process by which automated records are selected, pre- 
served, and used.I2 
Bearing these assumptions in mind, it is clear that planning for 
automation is a wide-ranging and continuous process which should not 
end with the acquisition and/or implementation of a particular system. 
Nevertheless, a start has to be made somewhere, and Kesner, in his book, 
Automation forArchiuists and Records Managers: Planning and Imple- 
mentation Strategies, suggests that a planning team be established.13At 
its smallest, this team would have representation in the form of an  
in-house professional archivist, a technical specialist (this might be a 
member of the parent institution’s electronic or administrative data 
processing department or a microcomputer vendor), and a user (ideally, 
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both clerical staff and patrons should be represented). A larger team 
might also include representatives from different areas within the 
archives, and outside consultants or specialists. 14 There also might be 
representation from the administration of the parent institution, a 
tactical move to gain the involvement and commitment of 
management. 
Obviously, the size and composition of such a team should be 
suited to local circumstances. Sometimes an overly large and diversified 
team can be more of a hindrance than a help (as is the hierarchy of 
systems committees used by many libraries). Since they have a tendency 
to become too slow and too political, thus hampering the librarian or 
archivist in future developments, in responding to unanticipated situa- 
tions, or in effecting relatively small, easily achieved system enhance- 
ments. From the world of Management Information Systems (MIS), 
Jerome Kanter writes of the results of a survey of top executives about 
the development of MIS; the survey showed that a top priority was the 
formation of an “Executive Steering Committee” of managers from the 
different functional areas of the organization that would be served by 
MIS. The  committee would set criteria and priorities for allocating 
resources and for deciding upon the order of imp lemen ta t i~n ’~using a 
modular approach to systems development. 
The Executive Steering Committee (the word “steering” is impor- 
tant because it represents an ongoing process, rather than an investiga- 
tory committee or task force) would produce a written overall plan for 
systems development, covering all the major functional areas and clari- 
fying the interrelationships between applications. It would also work to 
ensure that top management made a long-term commitment to provide 
stable funding for system development and enhancement. 
During the initial stages of planning for an  automated system, the 
archive (or the team or steering committee, if one exists) must look at the 
whole range of activities and functions of the archive, and from these, 
target those which could or should be automated. This is necessary, 
since from these observations a primary list can be prepared of the 
capabilities that are required of a prospective system, as well as a 
secondary list of capabilities that are desirable for a system to have now 
or to add in the future.16 The planning process should also establish 
specific time and budget requirements and take into account other 
resource requirements-such as subscriptions to bibliographic utilities, 
network access fces, equipment maintenance, retrospective conversion 
of existing manual data,17 and staff training. 
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Before selecting hardware and software, planners must also deter- 
mine the technical specifications required and whether any existing 
local resources can be used. The specifications include computer storage 
and processing capacity, indexing and sorting capabilities, compatibil- 
ity and networking requirements (either now or in the future), upgrad- 
ing, length of records and fields, and format. These will determine the 
size of computer required and the compatibility of its operating system. 
In past developments, in academic settings in particular, archives have 
been able to utilize their institutions' administrative data processing 
resources such as computing facilities and consultant programmers. 
This may not, however, be a viable option for many smaller 
institutions. 
Another factor to consider is the level and means of support, both 
for fixing problems, and for installing upgrades and other system 
enhancements. The  archives must also decide which descriptive stan- 
dards to use, either in-house or MARC, or some combination of the two. 
This may require simultaneous development of an  in-house thesaurus 
of subject headings and a local name authority file, or the purchase of 
such authority data from another vendor, either online, or in hard 
copy. 
Intelligible, relevant product and system reviews and evaluations 
are sometimes difficult to locate, and archivists-especially those with 
limited technical expertise-must be careful not to be at the mercy of 
vendors. Archivists should seek out product evaluations in archival, 
library, information science, and business literature, since these are 
likely to be the most relevant and the most comprehensible. Recently, a 
very hclpful section was included in the Midwestern Archivist, written 
by people actually using the systems and discussing software applica- 
tions in their archives. l9 There are now some journals specifically 
devoted to this area, for example, Archival Informatics Newsletter," 
Automated Data Processing in  Archives (ADPA),  and Small Computers 
in  Libraries. The SAA Clearinghouse on archival automation, under 
the guidance of the Program Officer, is also a source of information on 
actual automated applications. 
In order to avoid getting stuck with a bad contract or bankrupt 
vendor, most institutions seeking to install a major turnkey system 
develop a profile of their requirements for a systemz1 and send out 
requests for proposals to would-be bidders. From the bids received, they 
balance the least expensive bid against the most promising systems 
package. The  institution then negotiates a carefully constructed con- 
tract with one or more parties. The contract specifies exactly when 
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monies are to be paid, dates by which specific phases of the project 
should be completed, the capabilities that will be in operation at those 
times and those that may be implemented in the future, what hardware 
and software support will be supplied, and the conditions for staff 
training and systems development. There are penalty clauses for ven- 
dors that fall behind on deadlines or systems that fail to perform in the 
agreed manner. 
The  contract, however, also imposes a large financial burden upon 
the vendor in terms of capital outlay and cash flow since he must wait 
until successful implementation for final payment. This has resulted in 
many information system vendors going bankrupt. One company that 
has been particularly active in turnkey operations in archives has been 
the Toronto-based company, Geac, which developed the Smithsonian 
Institution and the Bibliotheque Nationale archival subsystems as com- 
ponents of institution-wide information systems. 
The  method of selecting an automated archival system naturally 
should be scaled to the budget and the objectives of the archives. 
Whether opting for a turnkey, or a locally devised mainframe or micro- 
computer system, the solidity of the investment is crucial to the (gener- 
ally limited) resources available. Planners should discuss hardware 
needs and capabilities with local systems personnel and vendors; but to 
do this archivists may need to become familiar with some of the techni- 
cal jargon to ensure that their needs are understood. They should also 
visit as many archival sites as possible where the vendor has installed the 
same system as the one being considered. Since administrative users at 
the site or vendors may not be completely objective in their comments, 
archivists should ask to see demonstrations of all the functions in which 
they are interested and, if possible, talk to some of the patrons using the 
system. 
Once a system has been selected, whether it is software, hardware, or 
a mixture of both, if it is not vendor or institution supported, it will need 
to be installed. This is usually the case for microcomputer-based sys- 
tems, and installation is not very difficult, even for those with limited 
technical computer skills. Michigan State IJniversity’s Micro-
MARC:amc, in particular, comes with excellent documentation. The  
archivist may need some moral support, however, and this is a critical 
time to build personnel confidence in the new system. Rather than 
delaying installation, or floundering around-becoming more and 
more nervous and reluctant-archival staff should seek help from other 
more experienced archivists, library or office automation colleagues, or 
the vendor of the computer hardware and/or software. 
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Budgeting for Automation 
Budgeting is a difficult problem for almost all who plan for, or 
maintain, automated information systems, but, as is recognized by the 
Goals and Priorities Task Force Report, it is a particular handicap for 
archivists, who have traditionally been among the lowest and most 
casually funded components of an organization. In addition to suffer-
ing from fiscal neglect, many archives contend with a poor public image 
and suffer a lack of technological expertise; these factors make obtain- 
ing the necessary additional funding even more difficult. In fact, the 
notion of technology being present in archives, or of the changing role 
of archives-from custodians of paper records to providers of 
information-actually conflicts with the way that archives are seen by 
many funders, theorists, and researchers. 
Coming to grips with funding for automation will be essential for 
the many archives that will be brought into automation by the new 
microcomputers and software. Capital grants are available from Federal 
organizations such as the National Endowment for the Humanities and 
the National Historical Publications and Records Commission as well 
as from corporate sponsors. These grants require a comprehensive 
project proposal and/or skillful solicitation, as well as regular status 
reports should the project be accepted and implemented. Once they are 
received by the grant agency, proposals are reviewed and judged by 
many experts-including peer review-for detail, clarity, financial 
soundness, and technical feasibility. One of the benefits of seeking this 
sort of financial aid is that i t  virtually ensures that the initial project is 
properly planned, thoroughly evaluated, and carried through. 
Another crucial point about budgeting is that financial resources 
will still be required (after a system is installed or a grant is accepted) for 
all the operational expenses mentioned earlier, and for upgrading and 
enhancing the system. Both hardware and software age or become 
obsolete as technology advances, and the more familiar users become 
with a system, the more sophisticated their demands will be. 
Preparing for the Changes Brought by Automation 
Automation, either of an existing manual process, or as the intro- 
duction of a new process, inevitably means change in an operation. The  
extent of disruption it causes, and the level of acceptance by users, will 
correlate directly with the amount of careful planning that was put into 
all of its aspects and implications in advance. Since this issue of Library 
Trends is looking at the development and impact of automation on 
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intellectual access in particular, change in this context must be antici- 
pated in systems, methodology, work flow, staffing, personnel rela- 
tions, financial and physical resources, archives image and profile, and 
patrons and usage. 
There are a number of ways that planners can help to make 
automation-related change as smooth and acceptable as possible within 
their archives. As was outlined earlier, archivists should involve all 
parties in the planning process, explaining why automation is needed 
and the ways in which it will benefit each of them. Once implementa- 
tion has begun, they should continue to consult them and keep them 
informed. Selling an automated system is often as important as all the 
decisions which go into implementing it-uncooperative or suspicious 
staff or patrons can cause difficult psychological and political barriers 
to a system’s success. It also may be beneficial to contribute updates for 
institutional or local publications. This consciousness-raising will 
both prepare users for the new systems and help build some publicity 
and a progressive image for the archive. 
Archivists should try to anticipate all budget requirements, in the 
short-term and the long-term; including in the budget the costs to 
expand memory or processing capacity, and to buy supplies such as 
printer paper and ribbons, backup disks and tapes, and surge protectors. 
Shortfalls which slow down or halt implementation, or which require 
money to be taken from other worthy projects can cause frustration and 
resentment among staff. 
Greenspan and Gilheany, writing about an  evolving data manage- 
ment system, argue that “periods of extensive change should not occur 
simultaneously in both hardware and software procedures;”22 the 
changes “should happen in small increments and be spaced out so that 
the organization can plan for changes, adjust to them, and digest 
them.”23 This is a good rule of thumb for managing changes in auto- 
mated systems, for instance from an in-house mainframe system to a 
turnkey or microcomputer-based MARC system. Similarly, it is some- 
times possible to ease the change from manual control and local descrip- 
tive practices to automation and MARC description by familiarizing the 
staff with manual MARC cataloging in advance of full a ~ t o m a t i o n , ~ ~  or 
by entering records into a test database where staff know that their errors 
are not 
A commitment to develop and adhere to local standards where 
necessary, and to incorporate national and international standards 
where available, will result in logical, srandardized data that will be 
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much easier to convert to new or expanded systems later, or to exchange 
with other bibliographic systems. 
Archivists should talk to colleagues, attend professional meetings, 
and read widely of professional and technical literature in order to learn 
from the experiences and mistakes of other users and managers of 
automated information systems.26 Greenspan and Gilheany also 
emphasize this point, stating that “knowledge of past successes and 
failures is probably more important than new technology in assuring 
successful management of change.”27 
Finally, archivists should learn to feel comfortable with the idea 
that automation is never a finite project, nor is a computerized system 
ever a completed entity, but rather that the processes are constantly 
developing. Archivists are accustomed to using long-established pro- 
cesses and techniques; howevrr, with automation, the technologies and 
the descriptive formats are likely tocontinue to evolve at a rapid pace for 
the foreseeable future. For instance, just when archivists were starting to 
come to terms with MARC AMC, serious consideration now is being 
given to merging all the different MARC formats into one all-
encompassing format, and a universal MARC: format, ITNIMARC, has 
already been developed to facilitate international data interchange.” 
Staffing 
Implementing automated descriptive processes poses some staffing 
questions that are new to archivists; included among these are restruc- 
turing the work flow and the effect this will have on existing staff and on 
hiring new employees. Staff inevitably will be affected by the changes in 
practices and procedures that are brought about by automation, but this 
should be put to positive effect. Existing staff should be encouraged to 
learn as much as possible about the system’s potential, and creativity 
and initiative should be rewarded. This will not only increase the 
acceptance and rate o f  implementation, but will also enhance the system 
and the service thereby provided. 
In a paper on training library staff to use new software, Dayall 
makes the helpful observation that staff cooperation and willingness to 
learn will be greatest when there is general agreement on the need for a 
product or service-but the product must meet expectations. About 
training, Dayall suggests that each person should be made to work on 
their own on a real project, since people learn best through recovering 
from their own mistakes; Dayall further indicates that the eventual goal 
is to make the trainer obsolete.29 
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A colleague of mine observed that his archive had experienced very 
high staff turnover since the introduction of automation. Many of the 
staff felt automation had been “imposed” upon them as part of a larger 
institutional political process, with no attempt being made to explain 
what was happening, nor to allay staff fears. He wondered if this 
situation existed in more than one institution-given the fact that many 
archival staff members come from academic backgrounds (e.g., history) 
that are traditionally resistant to change and unused to computers. The 
issue of staff turnover and the acceptance of automation has not been 
addressed in any detail by professional archival literature, but it has 
been extensively treated in other technical literature and certain 
approaches are commonly suggested. 
If staff are not computer-literate or are hostile toward the technol- 
ogy, try to win them over in advance. Encourage them to use word 
processing software for the many laborious and routine daily typing 
tasks performed in an archive; the preparing and revising of inventories 
will show them the immediate benefits of a computer. Starting on a 
microcomputer is often less intimidating than a mainframe terminal 
since it is self-contained. If an archive is a part of, or close to, an 
institution that has an online public access catalog, staff may want to 
use that to become familiar with the general concepts of information 
retrieval and supplying compu ter-assisted reference information to 
patrons. If a MARC-based system is planned, access to a cataloging 
department’s OCLC terminal or that of any other bibliographic utility 
can help demonstrate to staff unfamiliar with MARC records the way in 
which formats work and why coding is necessary. Acceptance and 
learning rates will vary between individuals, but with the introduction 
of the system, archivists should ensure that comprehensive, intelligible 
documentation and ample training opportunities are available. Train- 
ing should be aimed at different levels, from beginning to advanced, and 
can be obtained from vendors, professional meetings (national, 
regional, and local), and in-house programs. Continuity in staffing also 
should be a goal since the investment in time and money is wasted if 
high staff turnover persists; however, the experiences of some university 
archives have shown that student employees can be successfully trained 
to code and enter data in MARC andother formats on a more temporary 
basis.30 
Regarding new staff, some archives may be large enough to justify 
hiring an archivist with expertise and specific responsibility for auto- 
mated systems (that is, installation, implementation, training, network- 
ing, maintenance, and upgrading). Similar positions have been created 
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in libraries dedicated to systems development personnel.31 This may 
seem like an ideal way to ensure that a system continues to be developed 
and maintained, but three significant problems should be anticipated. 
Finding an experienced archivist who also has the technical back- 
ground may be difficult. In libraries, many systems positions are being 
filled with recent graduates of master's programs in library and infor- 
mation science; often they have extensive coursework in this area. If 
these graduates are employed in archives, salaries may become an issue. 
It may be necessary to offer a position with the same financial induce- 
ments as those offered by an equivalent library position-a difficult 
decision when many archival salary scales are established at a lower rate 
and filled with more seasoned archival staff. And finally, the manage- 
ment structure should be clearly established. Determine, in advance, 
how to fit a systems person into the reporting structure and give them 
enough authority to allow them to carry out their work successfully- 
particularly in the areas of long-range planning, budgeting, and net- 
working. Avoid disrupting the existing management structure too 
much, and thus risk putting that person in an unworkable personnel 
situation. 
Users 
Users are increasingly acclimatized to automated systems and the 
provision of electronic information, and consequently their expecta- 
tions of the capabilities of these systems are also in~reasing.~'Staff must 
be trained to anticipate and cope with increased and/or changed user 
and donor populations, and new user demands and expectations, and 
they also need to be aware of the inevitable biases and limitations of a 
computerized reference system.33 All staff should know how to use the 
archival databases or subsystems (although not necessarily the details 
about how these work), and be able to train users on the system. Staff 
should also be able to answer simple reference questions and locate and 
understand descriptive data. 
As more archives make access to their descriptive data publicly 
available, either through terminals in the archives or abbreviated 
records displayed in an OPAC, the way in which the reference archivist 
functions will probably change. More than likely, the automated sys- 
tems will be able to answer many basic reference questions and to 
indicate to a researcher something of the extent of an archive's holdings. 
For more detailed information, however, the reference archivist will 
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still have to intervene and help the researcher to develop a more sophis- 
ticated search strategy and to use the actual materials. 
Many researchers today are looking for increased subject access 
from automated systems, and a way to generate their own, or what 
Neufeld and Cornog call “hybrid” film3* Such files would be created by 
the researcher from searches performed horizontally and vertically 
through record groups in a single archival database, or through the 
electronic merging of primary and secondary sources in multiple data- 
bases. The development o f  transparent “gateways”35 to other databases 
would facilitate this cross-fertiliration and merging of database con- 
tents. These files could then he stored for as long as they were needed by 
the researcher in a separate database on the archival system. Some 
archivists argue that this form of research actually allows the researcher 
to come closer to the way that archival records were originally created 
than does their arrangement by provcmance. 
If this trend does indeed develop, the design and functions of 
archival databases increasingly will be more influenced by the access 
that users want and their research patterns, and less by traditional 
principles o f  archival arrangement. This  holds true for administrative 
users as well as researchers and casual patrons. Rowlett notes that: “User 
selection will determine those species [of information systems] which 
best suit each environment and can adapt to that environment as it also 
changes.”36 Although archival materials are generally unique to any 
repository, archivists must consider, when deciding how much to cater 
to their users, that information has become a commodity, and that there 
are many other sources of electronic information competing for user 
attention. While fee-based systems do  not yet pose as much ofa threat to 
the survival of archives as they do to some library services, they may 
readily provide-through at-home computer terminals-at least some 
of the information that users require. Studies of types of users and their 
research patterns, and an openness to suggestions about additional 
access points, are the only ways that archivists can effectively gauge how 
well they are meeting their users’ needs and how they can continue to 
enhance the service that they provide. As automated access systems 
develop, such studies will become essential tools for the archivist as a 
manager and planner. 
The SAA Task Force on Goals arid Priorities prioritized the use of 
automated databases and networks and encouraged wider external use 
o f  records by developing and linking “manual and automated data 
bases about archival holdings on institutional, regional, national, and 
international levels.”37 More specifically, it suggcsted that in order 
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To encourage the use of records of enduring value, the archival 
community must play a greater role in providing users with informa- 
tion about thematerials in repositories. Many manual and automated 
data bases have developed or are developing independently; often 
these have similar or identical descriptive information. Possibilities 
for linking these systems to increase public use and to eliminate costly 
38
duplication of effort need to be investigated .... 
Links with systems such as RLIN and OCLC, as well as with local 
OPACs, will inevitably encourage new and nontraditional users as well 
as increasing the numbers of “absentee” patrons-those who communi- 
cate by mail, telephone, or electronically. In some cases, these users will 
be invisible, since they will be gleaning information from the larger 
bibliographic databases rather than through the local archival system. 
This means both contextual (local, national, and international) and 
conceptual (increased concentration on the informational content 
rather than the media) changes in usage. It also means, as Hensen has 
stated, that the descriptive practices of an archive are put in the public 
view and, therefore, archivists must be even more scrupulous in the 
accuracy and comprehensiveness of their data.39 
Participation in such systems will inevitably lead to more integra- 
tion of archivists with other information professionals, and concomit- 
antly, will give them an increased voice in the development of standards 
and the construction of more comprehensive systems. 
FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS 
Archival automation has moved very rapidly to reach where i t  is 
today. Information technology, however, is moving even faster. The  
Linked Systems Project (LSP),involving RLIN, OCLC, WLN, and the 
Library of Congress, has worked to establish a common computer-to- 
computer protocol whereby records from any of these bibliographic 
utilities may be exchanged, and which eventually will make any record 
entered in any of these systems nationally and internationally avail- 
able.40 The  Library of Congress has been investigating the potential of 
video discs as an interactive conservation medium for more than two 
years, and the National Archives has been looking into developments in 
voice and pattern recognition, digital raster scanning, and optical char- 
acter recognition (OCR). Information scientists are researching the 
development of intelligent catalogs which would use artificial intelli- 
gence to determine which sources from a variety of databases and 
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formats would meet the user’s information needs, and these catalogs 
would be the next step after OPACs. 
The effect these developments will have upon most archives is yet to 
be seen, but as planners of automation, archivists must be able to 
anticipate and evaluate the changes in technological capabilities and in 
staff and user needs, in order to develop their systems in the most 
efficient and effective ways. 
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